
Dune Doctors, LLC, a coastal erosion control firm, works with local schools and regional learning centers to 

conduct a unique, hands-on, educational event called “Planting for Protection,” designed to educate children 

and the general public in the importance of coastal resiliency. 

In a setting designed to both protect dune ecosystems and to educate students and the public on the important 

role native species and sand dunes play along coastlines in the protection of people and property, native Sea oats 

are planted by participants under the guidance of mentors from Dune Doctors.  

“We’re coordinating this event with the start of the hurricane season and to highlight the nesting activities of 

both sea turtles and birds along the coast,” says Frederique Beroset, owner of Dune Doctors. “We’re inviting the 

public to attend and to share in the activities for the day. We hope that in this way, by actually having them plant 

these vital native plants, they will then support our mission to preserve and protect one of our most important 

resources, native coastal dune ecosystems.” 

“Dune Doctors seeks to promote stewardship of coastal ecosystems,” say Bankston Roberts - Sales Manager for 

the company. “We want to encourage people to view our coastal environments as a valuable asset that must be 

invested in, respected, and cared for and “Planting for Protection,” is a community-level initiative to fulfill our 

promise to clients and the public to fortify, restore, and protect our coastline.”

The team at Dune Doctors are coastal restoration experts specializing in consulting, constructing, and 

maintaining native ecosystems and protective landscapes.  Since 2000, as a 100% woman-owned small 

business, Dune Doctors has delivered hundreds of government, commercial and residential coastal restoration 

projects and participated in several beach renourishments along the Gulf of Mexico. 
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“Planting for Protection”



Dune Doctors, LLC is a coastal erosion control firm based out 

of Pensacola, Florida, specializing in planning, constructing and 

maintaining native ecosystems and protective landscapes.  Since 

2000, as a government-certified, 100% woman-owned small business, 

Dune Doctors has delivered hundreds of government, commercial 

and residential beach restoration projects along the coastlines of the 

Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean. 

Dune Doctors was established in 2000 after owner Frederique 

Beroset, M.B.A. spent years researching native coastal plants and 

developing protocols to grow underused species. With a background 

in plant biology, Beroset stresses the importance of using plants native 

to the area when restoring a habitat. Routinely, seeds or cuttings are 

harvested on or within a few miles of the project area and are taken to 

a nursery specialized in growing coastal plants to have them prepared 

specifically for a project. 

As a respected expert in coastal restoration, Beroset designs projects 

with a strong emphasis on scientific protocols.  Details such as the 

mixed variety of vegetation, size and quality of plantings, and the 

integration of genetically similar species are key factors which result 

in a higher than average success rate for Dune Doctors. Achieving a 

natural look that is both aesthetically pleasing and environmentally 

compliant is the value proposition for the company.  Dune Doctors 

rates project success through a process called TEAM QAQC, the goal 

of which is to improve coastal resiliency through the fortification, 

restoration, and protection of dune ecosystems for years to come. 

For nearly two decades, Dune Doctors has successfully implemented 

hundreds of coastal restoration projects for home-owners, commercial 

properties, as well as local, state, and federal governments.  
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“Planting for Protection” - educational training with Frederique Beroset 
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